Prague
Prague, the heart of the Czech Republic, the heart of Europe.

Prague - the Capital
Area: 496 sq km
Population: 1 250 000
Highest elevation: 399 m (1,309 ft)
Average elevation: 235 m

Prague is a city of European culture. It is hard
to find as many architectural monuments,
galleries, concert halls, nature preserves, or
as much entertainment and relaxation in
one place anywhere.

Prague has always been a crossroad of the most important trading routes,
as well as cultural and political centre of Europe.
One of its major landmarks, Charles Bridge, symbolizes the historical
connection between East & West that made Prague the place where
elements of Slavic, German, French and Jewish cultures merged to create a
picturesque city with unique atmosphere and magic.
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Prague as a congress destination
The Czech Republic is ever more clearly profiled as a suitable
venue of congress tourism, as proved by its annual rating of the
International Congress and Convention Association (ICCA). In
ICCA worldwide statistics of the number of participants in
congresses of inter-national associations the Czech Republic
placed 27th, and Prague 11th in 2016. The City of Prague has an
extensive experience in hosting inter-national events up to
15.000 participants including large exhibitions.

Area of more than 8 km2 in the centre registered in the UNESCO World
Cultural and Natural Heritage Register.
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ARCHITECTURE
The
capital city of the Czech Republic has been referred to as a textbook of architectural history, as it contains all of the historical
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Giovanni here. Prague also became an important university centre which gave the world a number of personalities without whose
discoveries and inventions we could hardly imagine our today's life. Prague is never „off season". It is inherently linked with excellent operas,
concerts, theatre and ballet performances.
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Rich cultural life
Besides regular music festivals a large number of other music, theatre and artistic
performance are carried out in the incomparable atmosphere of Prague music halls
and other cultural venues.
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Traditionally Modern
Prague is rich in architectonic monuments, cultural heritage and historical sights, but at the same time it is modern and dynamic.
The city offers many options: you can hold a meeting in one of monumental historical palaces as well as comfortable
contemporary venues.
You can have a pint in traditional Czech breweries or enjoy Haute Cuisine in Michelin starred restaurants. You can take a historical
tram ride or use the efficient public transportation services.
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Value for Money
Prague offers world-class services at a reasonable
cost. Prague is famous for its hospitality and
excellent infrastructure.
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